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School News

 The Weekly Update    By:Tiffany Orlando & Maggie Coleman

Last week was Halloween and we were ready. 
Halloween is a great holiday. We have the tradition to 
trick or treat.  We had a school Halloween party on 
Wednesday, October 31, 2018. We got to wear our 
costumes at school. The fun thing about that is you can 
show off your costume to your school friends. At this 
party we also played games and ate pizza. It was super 
fun to have a Halloween party at  school and we hope 
you liked this article! Happy Halloween! 
                                             



Halloween Party!
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There are four girls in fourth grade named 
Sammi Ditmore, Nicole Pesanke, Addison 
Denardo, and Denika Bergman who pick up trash 
they find on the playground. They started picking 
up trash because they noticed a lot of trash where 
they played. They noticed a bunch of bottles and 
decided to pick them up. They found a sign that 
said “snail club only” and they wanted to thank 
them because that is how they started to pick up 
the trash. They wanted to inspire other students to 
pick up the trash too. Thanks to fourth grade we 
don’t have trash on the playground.

4th Grade Green Team
By: 

Isabelle Ciletti 
and 

Kahlen Barringer



Band
     5th grade band is practicing the Christmas Concert songs. The 
concert will be held at the Thomas Jefferson High School on 
December 6th @7:00.  4th grade is practicing  basic notes.

Morning and Recess Band
 In morning and recess band we are practicing the following songs:

● Winter Medley
● Oh come all ye faithful
● Up on the housetop
The entire band will be performing these songs. Morning band is every 
Thursday and Friday at 7:25. Recess band is at 11:50-12:20 and we do 
the songs that we are working on for the Christmas concert.

By: Aneri Patel

What We Are Doing in Art                By: Olivia Edwards

Tinkercad is a 3-D art design search that 5th grade is doing 
for an art grade. 5th grade is working on buildings, and the 
buildings can only be 100 meters tall. The base is 40 by 40. 
There is 3 different windows you can choose from to put on your 
building, 1 is you can make a hole on the side another is a 
framed window. You can also make 1 that is a box with a hole in 
it and then inside of your shape just so you can see the hole. 

4th grade is working on their African unit so 4th grade will be 
making masks and drums for their art grade. 4th grade is going 
to make masks with patterns, shapes, and 3 colors. 



What We Are Doing in Choir 
 By:Ashley prince

On  the first  day that we went  to choir  
we started to practice songs called, Trees are 
Gently Blowing, Sparklejollytwinklejingley, The 
Star Spangled Banner, Peace I Give, and Hina 
Ma Tov. The entire choir will performing  on 
December 6th @7:00 at TJHS.

    

Creative Dramatics
 Creative Dramatics is a group of actors from JHIS and Clairton that are 

performing a play called The Tempest.  We  will be performing this play at the 
O’reilly Theater on December 15, 2018.  We practice in Mrs. Gephart’s room 
every Tuesday after school with the help of our coaches, Ms. Hope and Mr. 
Paroug.

“It would mean so much if you could come and support us,” Abby 
Kauffman said, a member of the Creative Dramatics team.  The play is about a 
man named Prospero who was kidnapped and his title as the Duke of Naples 
was stolen by his brother.  One night when his kidnappers were on a boat 
together he creates a storm that tears their boat apart and washes them onto 
an island.  They have to survive the creatures and the wrath of Prospero.

There are 600 seats in the theater and this program  would like you to fill 
them all.  Creative Dramatics could really use your support and we think you 
would all like the play! 

                                                By: Noah Clonan  
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By Haleigh Strauser 

For lunch we will be having this week
Cheese burger   Hot ham and           Egg,sausage and     Chicken patty Mini Corn  

on a bun              cheese sandwich cheese on a croissant on a roll         dogs

        or                    or                               or                       or                  or  

General tso        Walking taco with     Wing Day                Penne pasta  Italian 

Chicken Over rice  a dinner roll                                          with meatballs dunkers

                                                                                       Garlic bread   with sauce

  11/12/18              11/13/18                 11/14/18                   11/15/18        11/16/18



Other News

Recent Natural Disasters                  By: Mason Grilli             

Hurricane Florence recently devastated the Carolinas, killing 30 people 
making landfall as a category 1 hurricane on the morning of September 14, 
2018. The hurricane caused 13 billion dollars in damage, catastrophic flash 
flooding, and significant river flooding. With maximum sustained winds of 
90 mph, Florence brought a 10 foot storm surge. Over 600,000 homes and 
businesses on the East Coast had no power. By afternoon Hurricane Florence 
was downgraded to Tropical Storm Florence. As the storm moved west it 
dumped substantial amounts of rain on North and South Carolina. The rain 
was so bad Wilmington, North Carolina, was cut off by floods. President 
Donald Trump has made millions of dollars in aid available for storm victims.



Why Off School Tuesday?
For those who didn't know,   November 6th  was 

Election day. The teachers vote here sometimes but 
otherwise people vote at places like the borough building 
or Jefferson High School. You can vote when you are 18 
and older. If you voted, you voted for democrats or 
republicans. You will find out who won on TV, radio or 
maybe somewhere else. If your parents voted we hope 
you enjoyed!

By: Maggie Coleman & Tiffany Orlando

Sports 
News



             Football
The TJ game last friday TJ won 48 to 21.

TJ is going to play in the playoffs. What are you excited to play in the playoff?

 Youth football lost to Trinity 32-0 on Sunday. The champenship is on Saturday. 
Washington vs Trinity Trinity is number 1 and Washington is number 2 . The game will 
be number 2 seed Washington agaisnt number 1 seed Trinity on this coming Saturday.

The Steelers won 33-12 on October, 28. The Steelers played the 
Browns. Next week the Steelers vs the Ravens. By: Damian Davis

The Steelers beat the Cleveland Browns for the first time in the 2018-19
Season. In the first game vs. the Browns, they tied 21-21. By- Brayden Hinkle

TJ are going to play  on friday, November 9 against the Blackhawks. TJ youth football 
D2 lost to Norwin 
32-12  10-24-18 
By Conner Dusch

By: Nathan Loukas,Conner Dusch
And Luke Witkowski

TJ Volleyball 
The TJ volleyball team is winning a lot 

of games. They are the best this year. I 
took over 1,000 pictures of all of them. I 
went to all of their games.

By Jacob Palmer



Pittsburgh Penguins Hockey
On October 23rd at 9 pm the Pittsburgh Penguins played the Oilers in Edmonton, Canada. 
The Pittsburgh Penguins won against Edmonton, Calgary, and Vancouver. 
Pittsburgh scores:
6-5 in OT;   9-1;   5-0                                                              
On November 5, the Pens played the Devils but lost 5-1. Their next 2 games are against 
the Stanley Cup champions the Washington Capitals on the 7th at 7:30 pm and the 
Arizona Coyotes on the 10th at 7:00 pm in November.
By- Brayden Hinkle and Damian Davis

                        TJ Soccer
On Monday, October 22nd, there was a TJ 

Varsity boys soccer game against Blackhawk. 
TJ won 2-1. This was their first playoff game 
this year. Unfortunately, the TJ Girls Varsity 
team lost in a shootout on Saturday to 
Ambridge.

BY: Natalie Narr and Cece wessel 



TJ soccer teams 

By: Cece Wessel and Natalie Narr

Trending picture of caption junior goalkeeper Jack Wessel

By: Natalie Narr and Cece 
Wessel



Che ad
The TJ cheerleading squad lost to the Trinity Hillers 
on Sunday 11/4/18. The TJ youth cheer banquet is 
on Friday, November 16, 2018.

BY SARAH 
GARRARD and 
Alayna Button 

Decorated by 
Addy Fenlock

             TJ Teams that Made the Playoffs
            TJ boys soccer team      TJ Girls volleyball team
   TJ boys football team  TJ youth Football  TJ girls soccer team

              By Jacob Palmer, Natalie Narr and Cece Wessel



TJ Sports Schedule         By:Addison Fenlock

Cheerleading
❖ Cheer Banquet on 

Nov. 16th

 

Football
➢ TJ football 

game Every 
friday

➢ Steelers game 
11/18

Soccer
❏ Volleyball

➔ No games for girls TJ 
girls varsity team

Hockey
★ Penguins game 

on 11/13

The Paw Print News
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What is Art?                 By: Samantha Strope 

Art is the expression of creative skills and imagination, 
like in a visual form such as a painting or sculpture. Art can 
be beautiful and emotional. Electronic art is a new type that 
is used alot, like 3D printing. Art isn’t just drawings and 
paintings, it could be a play as well, like the theater of arts.

What to do and what not to do while drawing/art.

● Don’t compare yourself to other artists you find better 
than you and point out how they’re better. 

● Do find what you like about it and put that thing you like 
into your drawing!

● Don’t make unrealistic goals of drawing. 
● Do start out in your comfort zone and expand on that.
● Don’t slam a brush straight onto the paper.
● Do make gentle strokes with the side ish of the bristles.

By: Karina Wik



Hi my name is McKenna, and I love drawing. I have found out many tips for 
painting and drawing over the past years, and would like to share them with you.

1. When you are painting with a paintbrush, you can damp the bristles to get 
the shape that you want to paint with, but make sure the bristles are not 
soaked with water.

2. If you like to make bubble art what you want to do is pour in a tiny bit of dish 
soap into the paint water and mix. Then get a straw and blow to make 
bubbles and then slide your paper or cardstock through the bubbles but 
make sure you do not get your paper in the paint mixture.

3. If you like to draw with markers, I like to have a sharp point to make it more 
precise and make sure it has lots of color for brighter, fuller color.

Drawing and Painting Tips                  By: Mckenna Shaw

Original Artwork

Created By:
McKenna Shaw



How to draw a silly face with a top hat  by: Alyssa Danen  

First you draw a oval. Then you make a smile. How you do that 
is make a line and curve it. Next you make a hat. To make it you 
draw a line and then you go to the left and put your line up and then 
you go to the right and draw a line and make it go a little bit up and 
curve it. Then you go up and curve and put  it up much and then you 
move to the right.  Then you move it and then you put down and 
then you are finished. 

How to Draw Different Cats (intro) 

Hello everyone! In case you don’t know me, my 
name is Aeda and Kaitlyn and we going to teach you 
how to draw different types of cats. So if you love 
cats and want to draw them please tune in every 
newspaper to the how to draw section. I will be 
drawing a different cat each day so if you like a 
certain breed then please come and tell me. I will do 
a pole and figure this out for each cat and day. 
Thank you! By: Aeda Devault and Kaitlyn Beach



This is the first cat tutorial. We are drawing a sphynx.

Draw the oval for a head. 

Next draw in the ears and define the head shape. 

Then add in some eyes by making an oval and then add in the rest 
of the eye! 

Now then please add the nose then mouth in a smile. 

Now make a line for the body and draw circles to make it. Now 
define.

1.Your first step is to draw a circle in the middle of your paper                                                                                                    

2.Your second step is to draw many oval  shaped petals                                                                               
Tip: you can do different shapes for petals but this is easiest                                                                           
in my opinion                                                                                                                                                        

3. Connect the petals together making the size you want,and depending 
on your size, your amount of petals you have to make will vary                                                                                                                 

4. Add a stem and some leaves and if you want you can color the flower, 
but isn’t necessary                                You can draw many or just one!

 McKenna Shaw’s tutorial of how to draw a flower
Like so

Like this oval



How to make a Farm in 
Minecraft. 

My name is CJ and I am the minecraft boy. I am Carl and I 
will tell you how to make your own crops.  First put four rows 
of wood. Make sure there are gaps in the middle of the wood. 
Put water in the middle  of each gap you made.     

By : Carl Jackson

What is a creeper?
A creeper can blow you up. Don’t go near a 
creeper or it will chase you around until it 
gets you.     

What’s a zombie?

A zombie will attack you during Night and morning.     

by: CJ Jackson



What is a skeleton 
A skeleton has a crossbow. He burns in 
the morning and survives in the morning. 

What is enderman 
A enderman can teleport back and forth. It 
does not burn in the morning.          

By: CJ

Optical illusions are a part of your everyday life, they are 
everywhere!



Optical Illusions           By Kaitlyn Beach 

An optical illusion is a picture that tricks your mind! Here are a 
few ones I like! 

Bird or bunny?

The circles should spin.
What’s happening 
with this illusion 
for you?
                   

More optical illusions

Cat or bird?

There are two 
words. Can you 
find both?

Close your left 
eye and stare at 
the + and don’t 
blink.



3-D printers are fun to use. They can print 3-D drawings and 
print any structure, animal, person, alien, or anything you can 
imagine! These printers are also used in many schools. There 
are two and to be a third 3d printer in the art room. (Mr. 
Gebhardt’s room) The current project the 5th graders are on is 
we’re making buildings.

3-D Printers. By: Aleena Kellerman and Shannon Chalfant

Crafts                         By: Solana Gardner- Gotera

Stuck on what you should be for halloween? Well here is a 
homemade idea. Who likes Starbucks? I know I do so here is how 
you turn yourself into a starbucks cup!

Get a light brown dress,some Feathers, felt and,transfer 
paper. First roll up your felt to make a cylinder for your straw. Next 
get your light brown dress and add your feathers to  the top. Then 
you want to get your transfer paper and print the starbucks logo. 
Get a flat iron and put the transfer paper down where you want it 
to go on the dress, then grab your flat iron and press it down on 
the paper. After about 3 minutes then you have an fantastic 
printed image of the starbucks logo on the dress. Now you are 
ready to look fabulous and can go to a costume party.



!ENTERTAINMENT!

Taylor Swift
Taylor Alison Swift was born December,13,1989. She is a pop 

singer she used to be a country singer. Taylor Swift grew up on a 

Christmas tree farm in Montgomery Country, Pennsylvania. She was 

just at Pittsburgh for her Reputation concert in August..

By Elizabeth Hansen



The Miracle Season!  Movie Review   By:Maggie Allan

    The miracle season is a sad but very good movie! It’s about a 
volleyball  team that is really good! Caroline is the main character and 
her nickname is Line. Line’s mom has cancer and isn’t doing very well. 
One night Line has a party because they won a volleyball game,after 
the party was over Line wants to go to the hospital to see her mom. 

Line is a bit crazy and outgoing so when she drives she’s a little 
irresponsible. The police came to Carolines door and the dad 
answered the door,the police broke the news to the dad that Caroline 
had gotten into a car crash and died. Lines dad was very sad that he 
started to cry because he lost his daughter and he knew his wife was 
going to pass away very soon. 

The Miracle Season!              By:Maggie Allan

The first person he called was the mother, then carolines best 
friend, the coach,and the rest of the family. The next day was 
Caroline’s funeral, and the team couldn't stay for all of the funeral. It 
was to sad for them. One of the symptoms of the moms cancer was 
she couldn’t walk,she was very upset so she said to the dad ¨This is 
our daughters funeral,I am walking up the aisle and saying goodbye to 
her.¨ Suddenly that night the mother passed away in her sleep, the 
dad couldn’t handle himself anymore, he didn’t go out  places or talk 
very much to anybody. After a little while lines best friend came over to 
talk to the dad and just talk to him about everything that happened 
yesterday.



The Miracle Season!              By:Maggie Allan
After the team heard that Line had passed they couldn't play volleyball like they 

could with line. Line was always there when they were really sad about 
everything,or didn't believe in themselves. Line was always there. Everyone was 
miserable for a while which was making them lose their volleyball games but then 
finally they built up the strength to win the games because they thought about what 
would Line do. Then they won the games and finished the season! This movie is a 
great movie and I recommend it. Oh and don't forget your tissues, blanket, 
chocolate milk, stuffed animal, and popcorn!

The original Wizard of Oz  

Have you ever read the Wizard of Oz by L. Frank 
Baum? I think it is a great book. This book is about how 
Dorthy brought the three characters she found trying to 
get home. My favorite part of the book is how Dorothy 
And Toto find the characters. The author is really detailed 
and I am able to feel how they feel. 

If you have read a book like that and it was by a different author and you liked 
the book, you should try to get the book. If you happen to be interested in it, the 
book is probably in the school library. Although, if it’s not there, it has to be in the 
public library. You can go to any public library, it’s not like you are forced to go to 
the one that is closest to the school. Let’s say you don’t have a library card. Ask 
your parents if you can go to a library and get a card. That is all I have to say 
about the Wizard of Oz. By : Alivia Zulka



Battle Block Theater Shorts

   
Hey, nice costume! I 
like the legs!

       By: Caleb Spinnenweber

Battle Block Theater (continued)   
It is not a 

costume. It’s real. I am legless!     
            
          That's like saying hey  
              small arms.

Caleb Spinnenweber



My mom wanted me to go out to help her pick 
out a turkey so we did. My mom picked out a creepy 
turkey. I had a bad feeling about this turkey. I seen it 
smile at me and when I told my mom she said I am 
crazy and I am going back to therapy.  “Now I really 
do not like this turkey” I said to myself. 

The Creepy Turkey…….have a good Thanksgiving!
By Carlasia Sims 

At the diner table…..

“Tim how was your day?” my dad asked me. It was good until mom 
wanted me to go get a turkey with her. What happen my dad asked. Mom 
is putting me back in therapy because I seen the turkey smile at me and I 
am not lying and mom is being unreasonable. Tim I know you are going 
crazy and all but you do not talk to your mother like that!!!!! Now go to 
your room. But I did not get to eat dessert. Go to your room. “But mom,” I 
say. “Do not but me go to your room,” I am not going to say it again. Ok I 
will go to my room!

And I will tell you I cried like a little baby. 



The next day at therapy 
At therapy all she said was when you see stuff like that walk away.

Thanksgiving night 
 When I woke up it was 7:00 so I went  downstairs to get some water. I seen the 
turkey dancing  and making  fun of me so I picked it up and slammed it. My mom 
came downstairs and said you are in big trouble. My mom made me go to the 
store with her and remake the turkey.

The end 
Have a good thanksgiving and don’t get a creepy  turkey.

 

Bob and Joe season 1

Bob and joe are really funny characters who do funny 
things so I’ll start with season 1 is how they meet. One day 
they were walking down the street they bumped into each 
other. Then Joe fell down the sewers and Bob used his rope 
to get Joe out of the sewers. I really don’t know why he 
carries a rope around but he does so they became best 
friends after that. That’s all for now but I’ll write more stories.

                                                                 Bobs rope
By: Gavin Mahan and Caleb Spinnenweber



Bob and Joe season 1

It’s time for another Bob and Joe story. One day they went 
to a candy store, but it wasn't an ordinary candy store. It was 
huge so they took a long time picking out candy. But it was 
worth it because the trick-or-treaters loved the candy they 
got. So they went back the next day and bought some for 
themselves Bob got 2 jawbreakers and Joe got 3 peanut 
butter cups. They loved the candy. I wrote this story because 
it’s almost Halloween. Happy Halloween!  

By: Gavin Mahan

Bob and Joe season 1

One day Bob and Joe got hungry they decided to order a 
pizza. They called red onion and ordered a pepperoni pizza. 
“The pizza took 20-40 minutes,” the company said. 
Meanwhile Bob and Joe played tic-tac-toe against a chicken 
and they lost (that shows how smart they are). But after 30 
minutes the pizza got there so they ate it. Then they realized 
they didn’t have a drink, so they called again after that they 
played more tic-tac-toe. After a while, the drink got there so 
they were happy. By: Gavin Mahan



Bob and Joe season 1 finale 

It’s time for the bob and joe finale. One day they went to 
the mall to buy paint brushes to paint their mustaches.  But 
there were no paint brushes so they used their hair. They lost 
a lot of hair so they went back and bought some hair In a can. 
It took a while but then ther hair was back to normal and their 
mustaches were perfectly painted. The next newspaper bob 
and joe will be more funny. 

By: Gavin Mahan and Max Petrovich

The Paw Print news!

Surveys, Advice,
Trends, 

and 
Fun Facts



Surveys
● Penn State or Pitt?      

Final : PITT=18/ 62.1%
PENN STATE=11/ 37.9%

● Packer or buyer?
92.3%  ~ Packer  7.4% ~Buyer

● Inside or outside recess?                      
By: Ally Feth 
and Colton Wahl

Final:21 outside              
8 inside

Survey results
18 (62.1 %) out of 29 people in the Paw Print newspaper club, voted for Pitt over 
Penn State. The other 11 (37.9%)  people voted for Penn State.   

25 (92.6%)out of 27 people in the Paw Print newspaper club, voted for packer 
over buyer. The other 2 (7.4%) people voted for buyer. 

21 (72.4%) out of 29 people in the Paw Print newspaper club, voted for outside 
recess over inside recess.  The other 8 (27.6%)people voted for inside recess. 

-Lily Bradford



Mystery Teacher

● Likes running
● Likes Harry Potter
● Has 1 daughter
● Likes coffee
● Math and Social Studies
● Used to be Gifted teacher

Mystery teacher is an fun activity in which you can 
look at clues and determine which teacher or encore 
teacher might be described by the clues. Try to figure 
this one out! The answer will be later in the slides.

Directions: By: Lily 
Bradford

                             Bullying Advice       

Bullying is something we might have to deal with, so here are 
ways you can prevent it.

● Be an upstander. Even if you’re not getting bullied,help people who are. Tell 
the bully it’s unkind what they’re doing and they need to stop.

● The best thing to do is tell a teacher.The teacher will help you if another 
student is bothering you.  All they need to know is if they are hurting you or 
calling you names and their name.

● Talk to the principal. If this issue is serious and dangerous go to the 
principal. If it gets to the point where the teacher isn’t really helping the 
principal will definitely help. He or she will discipline anyone at the first sight 
of harmful bullying.

By: Olivia
          Flatley



                               Bullying Advice

● Just ignore them. It won’t always work but,you can try. Ignoring them will 
make them think you don’t care and they want to tease people that do 
care.

● Don’t be the bully. Maybe the bully has problems at home and is taking it 
out on you. Don’t use that anger of being bullied as a reason to bully other 
people.

● Talk to a parent(s). Too shy to talk to the teacher or principal? Talk to a 
parent. They can help you because believe it or not they were a kid to. 
They may have been bullied and can give you tips. They can e-mail the 
teacher or principal about the situation.

By:Olivia
              Flatley

Ask Abby                     
What do you do when 
someone is mad at you?         
-Emily

 It is never fun to confront 
someone if their mad at 
you. The best thing to do 
is hear their side of the 
story. If you do this you 
can get a better picture of 
what to do. Hopefully this 
helps.                            

By: Abby Kauffman

How do you get your 
grades up?          
-unknown

 You can always take 
time to study. If that 
doesn't work you can 
take notes, sometimes 
writing things down 
can help you 
remember easier. 
Hope this works.      



  Ask Abby
What do you do if a 
younger kid is being rude 
to you on the bus?   -Haily

Even if the kid is younger 
it doesn't make them 
allowed to be rude. You 
might want to handle it in 
a calmer fashion. Making 
sure little kids know that 
rude isn't right so they 
know to do better in the 
future.  

Email  Ms. Mcwilliams so she can 
send you the link to fill out a form so 
you can ask me for advice ❤❤
                                              O

By: Abby Kauffman

Advice for Tests  
Nervous about a test? Use these tips!

1. Study! Study for about a week in advance to get your brain 
prepared and get your  knowledge  on the subject high.

2. Take your time! Don't rush yourself. Rushing can cause you to 
skip questions or even get completely wrong answers!

3. Don't skip! Double or even triple check all of your answers!
4. Check! Use resources including notes and books if allowed!
5. Be prepared! Study, take your time, and work hard. 

Good luck on all your tests!

By: Lily 
Bradford



Created By:
Noah Clonan

         TRENDS by Aubrey Little and Haleigh Strauser 
1. SLIME: Slime is a gooey substance that involves science and 
chemical reactions. It’s a fun craft to make or buy. Slime is a stress 
reliever. It can stretch really far and make lots of other noises. You 
may have also found slime ASMR is a new addition to why slime is 
so fun and everywhere in stores or youtube.

2. Fortnite: This game is about getting loot and being the last one 
standing. You can play different modes of fortnite like playground, 
teams, battle royal, and save the world. You can also play with 
different groups of people for examples squads and duos. In 
fortnite there are lots that play but not all win.



Fun Facts

● Did you know the spinosaurus’s sail was probably used to 
keep it cool in the hot, dry conditions?

● Cheetahs have a special claw on the side of each paw to 
get a good grip onto their prey.

● Albert Einstein did not wear socks.

Rawr!

By: Nathan Haramic

Mystery Teacher continued.
Here is the answer to the mystery teacher! Take your final 
guess! Drumroll please……….. It is…….. Mrs. Gephart ! 

She teaches in room 206, teaches math and social studies, and 
switches with Ms.Booher. She has 1 daughter and is married to Mr. 
Gephart. She is in no way related to the art teacher. Her and her 
daughter both love Harry Potter. You’ll never see her without coffee, 
and she has to have it to get through the day! She loves running and 
exercising. Did you guess correctly? 
If you are in newspaper club, look on google classroom and leave a request 
for the next mystery teacher on the posted Mystery Teacher survey/poll! 



Halloween Jokes
● Why didn’t the zombie go to school?    He felt rotten!!!!!
● What has hundreds of ears but can’t hear anything?          

A cornfield!!!!!!      
● Which fruit is a vampire's favorite?   A neck- tarine!!!!!
● How do you fix a damaged jack - o - lantern?                  

You use a pumpkin patch!!!
● What monster plays tricks on halloween?  Prank-enstein    

By: Andy Brnusak

Knock knock jokes

Knock knock.-Who’s there?-Alec-Alec who?-Alec-tricity isn’t that a shock

Knock knock.-Who’s there?-betty-betty who?-Bettya don’t know who this is

Knock knock.-Who’s there?-snow-snow who?-Snow use, I can’t remember

Knock knock.-Who’s there?-ketchup-ketchup who?-Ketchup with me and i’ll 
tell you

Knock knock.-Who’s there?-ooze-ooze who?-Ooze incharge around here?

Knock knock.-Who’s there?-Barry-Barry who?-Barry the treasure and no one 
will find it

Knock knock-who’s there-ken-ken who?-Ken you come out to play ?

By: Gavin Mahan



Thank you for reading The Paw Print News!

By: Jefferson Hills Intermediate School 5th Graders

If you know about any school news, student news, 
classroom news, JHIS special events, or other news 
that you would like the 5th Grade Newspaper Club to 
report on, please email ...

Ms. McWilliams: amcwilliams@wjhsd.net 

Mrs. Morgan: mmorgan@wjhsd.net

mailto:amcwilliams@wjhsd.net
mailto:mmorgan@wjhsd.net

